news roundup

World

Smooth sailing in Salvadoran elections — The first free elections in 50 years for a civilian president in El Salvador were held Sunday with no internal disruptions, a marked contrast to violence-racked preliminary-round voting in March. However, a helicopter carrying US ambassador Thomas R. Pickering and two members of Congress, who were monitoring the elections, was fired upon by leftist guerrillas, as was a helicopter carrying journalists; no injuries were reported. Exit polls conducted by a Spanish television network predicted moderate conservative Jose Napoleon Duarte as the clear victor over left-of-center Roberto D'Aubuisson. D'Aubuisson is reported to have fled the so-called "death squads."

Pope attacked in Korea — A man armed with a toy cap pistol fired on Pope John Paul II as he rode in a motorcade Sunday in Seoul, South Korea. The unidentified assailant fired four bullets, and was immediately subdued and sent for psychiatric testing. The Pope spoke as scheduled later in the day, urging a crowd of 300,000 "to fight for workers' rights."

Nation

Mondale, Jackson split twin bill — Former Vice President Walter F. Mondale swept to victory in the Texas Democratic primary Sunday, carrying 56 percent of the vote. The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson won the Louisiana primary with 41 percent of votes cast. Sen. Gary W. Hart, who placed second in both contests, has been advised by some of his backers to withdraw from the campaign if he fails to win at least one of today's primaries in Ohio, Indiana, North Carolina and Maryland. Mondale now has approximately 1,400 delegates committed to him, about twice as many as second-place Hart, and less than 600 short of guaranteeing a first-ballot nomination.

Sports

Swale takes Derby — Swale, ridden by jockey Laffit Pincay Jr., captured Saturday's Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs in Louisville over a field of 19 other three-year-olds. His time was 2:02-2/5 on a fast track for the mile-and-a-quarter race. This is Pincay's first Derby victory after 10 previous failures. Swale's stablemate Devil's Bag, considered by many the record of 300-W to

Weather

Into each one's life, a little rain . . . — Today will be mostly cloudy, with drizzle off-and-on throughout most of the day and a high of 56-60. Showers will continue throughout the evening, with a low in the

Entrepreneurs Wanted

SOFTWAREExpress IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS AND TALENTED INDIVIDUALS TO BECOME AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES IN THE EXPLODING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS INDUSTRY. EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTERS IS NOT REQUIRED. WE NEED PEOPLE WHO:

- ARE RESPONSIBLE AND INDEPENDENT.
- ARE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT OPERATING THEIR OWN BUSINESS.
- DESIRE FINANCIAL SUCCESS.

SOFTWAREExpress WILL PROVIDE THE NECESSARY TRAINING AND SUPPORT TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS A SUCCESS. ONE STUDENT WILL BE SELECTED IN JUNE TO BEGIN OPERATIONS THIS FALL ON YOUR CAMPUS. CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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